
area requiring action. Working versions of 
these tools are available in the ExitMap Action 
Plan (available in early 2015).

Feedback on each client 
response includes a 
“Toolbox” with suggested 
worksheets, tables and/or 
checklists to help a client 
approach and track each 

Analysis

The free ExitMap Assessment uses twenty questions to identify key Financial, 
Operational, Planning and Revenue/Profit concerns. The ExitMap Analysis breaks 
down those results into a forty page, answer-by-answer discussion about the 
urgency and difficulty of improving each area.

The Analysis ranks challenges to increasing equity value by using a proprietary 
5-factor algorithm, so that actions can be organized according to the client’s time 
frame and priorities. Each response in the Analysis includes a “Toolbox” with 
suggested workbooks, tables and/or checklists to help clients approach and track 
each area of improvement.

The ExitMap Analysis is available at www.exitmap.com for $179. It will translate 
your client’s acceptance of the need to plan into straightforward, action-oriented 
steps, which you can facilitate or refer to other professionals. 

After discussing the ExitMap Assessment results with your client, ask him 
or her to purchase the Analysis and email you a copy of the report. You will 
immediately see how your professional skills can be utilized by coordinating 
the exit planning process.

ExitMap Analysis
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This custom report allows a client to prioritize 
areas for improvement with an overall 
“Challenge Index” based on the urgency and 
difficulty of each individual response to the 
original 20 questions from the Assessment. 
It provides a full page analysis of each 
response, with reasoning and the actions 
needed to begin the preparation process.

CHALLENGE INDEX

    1. ExitMap tools provide small business owners with an organized, systematic and cost effective 
        approach to preparing a company for transition. They are strategy-neutral, focusing on factors 
        that will maximize equity value regardless of the exit path chosen.

    2. ExitMap tools concentrate on organizational and operational competencies. The legal, tax, risk 
        and wealth management tactics required for a profitable exit are left to experts in those fields.

    3. ExitMap tools may be entirely implemented by a business owner, but are specifically designed 
        to be shared with a professional who can act as an objective advisor.
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